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DGD #17
Copy and correct the errors

Unfortunately franek knew how to 

handle this he knew my week spot my 

father hadnt ever served in the military, 

and could not march instep butt here 

whenever we moved from one place to 

another it in step



DGD #17
Copy and correct the errors

Unfortunately, Franek knew how to 

handle this; he knew my weak spot. My 

father had never served in the military 

and could not march in step. But here,

whenever we moved from one place to 

another, it was in step.



DGD #18 Setting & tone

Tone is created or altered by the way the viewpoint character/narrator treats 
the story problem and other characters, and by the way he responds to the 
events surrounding him. Write the words in each quotation that contribute to 
the tone underlined after the phrase.

1. “The camp looked as though it had suffered an epidemic: empty and 
dead.”

Tone: desolate

2. “I dragged myself to my corner. I ached all over. I felt a cool hand 
wiping my bloodstained forehead. It was the French girl. She gave me 
her mournful smile and slipped a bit of bread into my hand.”

Tone: sympathetic

3. “Suddenly…a man appeared crawling, like a worm in the direction of 
the cauldrons. Hundreds of eyes followed his movements. Hundreds of 
men crawled with him, scraping their knees with his on the gravel. Every 
heart trembled, but with envy above all. This man had dared.”

Tone: depravity



DGD #19 personal response

Describe how you might have felt standing in a 

line waiting to see if you would be selected to die. 

Do you think you would react differently than the 

people in Night?



DDD #20

Vocab this-

■ Choose 3 of your vocabulary words.

■ Choose one activity from the following list:

– Create an illustration or comic strip (stick figures are fine) 

incorporating the three words

– Write a short story incorporating the three words

– Design a “quiz” for the three words

– Write a Tweet for each word (what would it say if it had social 

media?)


